Abstract In this paper we present an adaptive video transmission framework that integrates rate allocation and buffer control at the source with the playback adjustment mechanism at the receiver. A transmission rate is determined by a rate allocation algorithm which uses the program clock reference (PCR) embedded in the video streams to regulate the transmission rate in a refined way. The server side also maintains multiple buffers for packets of different importance levels to trade off random loss for controlled loss according to the source buffer size, the visual impact, and the playback deadline. An over-boundary playback adjustment mechanism based on proportional-integra (PI) controller is adopted at the receiver to maximize the visual quality of the displayed video according to the overall loss and the receiver buffer occupancy. The performance of our proposed framework is evaluated in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in the simulations, and the simulation results demonstrate the improvement of the average PSNR values as well as the better quality of the decoded frames. Key words Variable-bit-rate (VBR), video streaming, program clock reference (PCR), buffer management, proportional-integra controller
In order to obtain better visual quality, videos are required to use variable-bit-rate (VBR) encoding. However, it is more difficult to manage the VBR video traffic because of its significant bit-rate burstiness [1] . Normally, transmission of video requires high bandwidth and low delay. Many researches have been done on VBR compressed video transmission [2−9] . In [2] , the problem of streaming packetized media in a rate-distortion optimized way was addressed. An interactive descent algorithm was used to minimize the average end-to-end distortion. However, the high computational complexity of this approach made it less appealing during real-time streaming, where the server must adapt to bandwidth variations very quickly. Adaptive media playout (AMP) was proposed from the receiver point of view in [3] to vary the playout rate of media frames according to the buffer occupancy as soon as the target buffer level is reached, which may cause jitter at the critical point of two adjacent buffer levels. A multi-buffer scheduling scheme was proposed in [4] to schedule the transmission based on the source buffer priority. A proportional-integralderivative (PID) controller was adopted in [5] to have better tradeoff between spatial and temporal qualities. The above two schemes belong to server-side technologies, which only consider the sender buffer state without taking into account the end-to-end delay constraint of multimedia applications. [6] addressed the problem of optimizing the playback delay experienced by a population of heterogeneous clients and proposed a server-based scheduling strategy that targets a fair distribution of the playback delays. [7] modeled the streaming system as a queuing system. An optimal substream was selected based on the decoding failure probability of the frame and the effective network bandwidth. [8] proposed a reverse frame selection (RFS) scheme based on dynamic programming to solve the problem of video streaming over VBR channels. [9] presented a streaming framework centered around the concept of priority drop. It combined the scalable compression and adaptive streaming to provide a graceful degradation of the quality.
Most of the previous approaches focused on regulating transmission rate through the observation of network sta-tus, client capabilities, playback rate, and so on, but they ignored the effect of VBR stream structure on source rate control, which may make the sending rate too large and cause the receiver buffer overflow under the situation of high bandwidth. In order to adapt to the timing constraints of streaming media, source rate should be adjusted according to the decoding rate [10] . In [11] , two transmission schemes, called PCR-assist constant bit rate (CBR) (PCBR) and PCR-assist dual-rate CBR (PDCBR), were given, which used PCR to control the transmission rate. They reduced the client buffer requirement at the cost of higher transmission rate because of the use of coarse regulation time scale [12] . Besides the problem of transmission rate allocation, the buffer control mechanism is also very important. The VBR encoded video consists of packets with different levels of importance and the packets have different impacts on the presentation quality of the decoded videos. Treating all of the packets with equal importance usually results in severe quality degradation during packet losses in heavy congestion. However, by using intelligent transmission buffer management, random loss can be traded off for controlled loss, which may significantly improve the quality of the received video. In addition, with the use of receiver buffer, playback adjustment can be achieved to smooth the received video stream and reduce the jitter introduced by the changing network delays and the variable transmission rates. The retransmission of the lost frame packets before the decoding deadline is also available.
In this paper, we propose a refined PCR level scheduling strategy that dynamically changes the transmission rate using more detailed time scale. The buffer management mechanism is introduced for both server and client sides to smooth the variation of bit streams further. The integrated scheme takes into account the network status, the client capabilities, and the video stream characteristics to optimize an average quality of service for all the clients. Compared with traditional solutions, our approach is unique in that it provides a more flexible framework to allow a joint decision of the sender and receiver rates to meet the QoS requirements of multimedia applications.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the components of our video transmission framework. In Section 2, we present simulation results. Conclusions are given in Section 3.
1 Video transmission framework Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the video transmission framework. The rate allocation is performed by a PCR level rate controller (PLRC) to regulate the transmission rate according to the timing information calculated by PCRs. Multiple buffers for different importance levels are applied at the source buffer controller (SBC), via which the scheduling scheme differentiates packets with different priorities, and thus, the selective dropping scheme can be used to minimize the visual impact because of dropping in heavy congestion. At the receiver side, a playback buffer controller (PBC) smoothes the flow and reduces the jitter. Also, playback rate is adjusted appropriately to improve the quality of the displayed video. Individual components of the framework are described in the remainder of this section. 
PCR level rate controller
PCR is the timing information embedded in the video stream by the encoder to keep clock synchronization. The traditional PCR-based schemes [11] use the PCR values to make sure that the PCR-containing packets are sent out at the correct time. For the sake of simplicity, they assume that there is only one PCR in one frame interval. However, it is often not the case for VBR video streams, which leads to unprecise sending time and bad quality of playback. In [12] , we proposed a frame level scheme which considers the case of several PCRs in one frame interval and developed an analytical model. The model demonstrates that the more accurate the decided rate is, the smaller the required client buffer is, which can lighten the burden on the clients and improve the playback quality.
The above schemes only change the transmission rate when they observe a PCR or when the value of the time counter reaches the value of the most recently observed PCR. For a more refined rate allocation, we divide the PCR interval further and propose a PCR level scheme in this paper. Assume that in the i-th PCR interval (P CRi, P CRi+1) within a frame, the bit streams are divided into ni individually decodable packets denoted as
A header is appended to each packet which contains a timestamp indicating the correct transmission epoch denoted as
. The values of the timestamp can be calculated through two consecutive PCR values and the length of packets between them.
where 
where b(P CRi) and b(P CRi+1) are the byte-orders of i-th and (i + 1)-th PCR s in a video stream.
Fig. 2 The control diagram of PCR level rate allocation
The operation of the PCR level rate allocation is shown in Fig. 2 (see front page), where BaseTi denotes the reference timestamp used to calculate the current timestamp CurrentTi, and BaseT ime and CurrentT ime are the timing information obtained from the operating system, respectively. To reduce the computation error, BaseTi and BaseT ime are updated during each cycle of packet transmission. Also the protocol of network time protocol (NTP) should be used to regulate the system time accuracy periodically. Fig. 3 depicts the transmission of packet Pi,j, where solid line represents the case of ahead schedule while dashed line represents the case of behind schedule. Different cases will yield the regulation of transmission rate accordingly. The refined mechanism of PLRC makes the decided rate reflect the variation of video streams more detailedly and reduces the difference between the decided rate and the real bit rate. This is more important for the transmission of those video streams which contain lots of high-motion frames and are encoded at a much higher bit rate with larger variation range.
Source buffer controller
Some packets must be selectively discarded and not transmitted when the network bandwidth can not accommodate the transmission of all packets. For this purpose, we propose an SBC module implemented at the application layer of the sender which dynamically and intelligently discards packets from its headend and this scheme is depicted in Fig. 4 . The SBC actually consists of multiple buffers and each of such buffers works like a FIFO queue with a different importance level or priority. The packets coming from PLRC are placed into different buffers according to the priority mark included in the packet header. The definition of the priority here can be very generic. For example, we can have 3 queues for I, P, and B frames separately, and the queue for I frames has the highest priority. It can also work in a more refined way. For a specific GOP encoded as IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBP, we have 1 + 2 × 5 = 11 levels. For layered video, different layers can directly be used as importance levels. The packets with different importance levels wait in the corresponding queues until they reach the headend of the buffer and a decision is then made by the selective packet discard (SPD) module whether the corresponding packet should be passed towards the transport layer or is simply discarded. The operation of the SPD module is regulated by the flow shown in Fig. 5, where s(t) is the instantaneous source buffer size, Ts(k) is the source buffer threshold indicating the buffer size at which the drop policy starts being enforced, Q highest is the mark of the queue with the highest priority, delay(t) is the delay for a packet before it is decoded and played at the client, and deadline(t) is the playback deadline for this packet. Here, the PLRC module can be viewed as "producer", whereas the SPD module can be viewed as "consumer". In the classical "producerconsumer" problem, the "producer" has to wait when there is no empty place in the buffer to guarantee the transmission in right order, but ignores the real-time characteristics of the video transmission. In Fig. 5 , the SPD module first checks the queue size before it deals with the packet at headend of the buffer. If the queue size exceeds the threshold, the older packets will be discarded to reduce the queue occupancy until it is less than a threshold, which enables the PLRC module to put the newer packets into the queue without delay and minimize the reconstruction distortion of the presentation at the clients. In this way, the pushing rate of the queue is driven by the "producer" and thus can reduce the coupling relationship between "producer" and "consumer". But for the queue with the highest priority, this kind of discard should not be executed because little loss of key-frame packets will lead to a severe degradation of the presentation quality at the client side. In addition, the choice of the source buffer threshold Ts(k) is important for the overall system performance. Having a small threshold will lead to unnecessary packet drops at the source buffer, while having a large threshold will increase the overall delay and eventually cause the receiver buffer underflow. It should be better to set a different Ts(k) for a different level buffer, with a lower level buffer having a smaller threshold while a higher level buffer having a larger threshold. For a given level buffer, Ts(k) should also vary dynamically with the network status. If there is congestion, Ts(k) is decreased, otherwise, Ts(k) is increased. In our framework, the network congestion degree is measured through rate of change of receiver buffer size included in the feedback report, which will be discussed in the next section.
Another kind of discard happens when the packet at the headend of the queue is found to be unable to meet the playback deadline. For a packet, delay(t) can be calculated as follows:
where Di,tcp and Di,n are the delays in the TCP buffer and in the network for packet i, respectively, Di,s is the waiting time or the shaping delay in the source buffer for packet i, k(t) is the current number of GOP in the client buffer that waits to be decoded, and F (t) is the current playback duration for one GOP. Di,s is the difference between the injection epoch for the i-th packet to the source buffer and the discard decision epoch for the ith packet, which can be obtained through PLRC module and SPD module separately. The number of GOPs in the client buffer and playback duration are available from the feedback. Di,tcp can be ignored.
We need to estimate the current single trip time from the server to the clients as follows:
where 0 < δ < 1 is the regulatory factor and Di−j,n is the most recently obtained network delay from the feedback report. In our experiments, we have observed that δ = 0.8 is the most suitable value. According to the playback schedule, it is easy to calculate whether the packet can meet the deadline or not. If not, this packet will be discarded to decrease the requirement of the bandwidth. This scheduling works from the lowest level buffer to the highest level buffer to discard the least important data first.
Playback buffer controller
The estimation of current single trip time from the server to the clients in the above subsection may be not right, which makes few undiscarded packets arrive at the clients after their deadline. The playback buffer is used to minimize the effects because of the estimation error. Once a packet is found to miss the playback deadline, it will be discarded. Also, the rate of change of playback buffer size and the instantaneous playback rate are fed back to the server periodically. For the server side, since the feedback information of instantaneous playback buffer size provides some knowledge of congestion status about the recent past due to the network delay, it is rate of change of playback buffer size that gives a better understanding of the present. We use the following equation to calculate the rate of change of playback buffer size.
where qt and q t are instantaneous buffer sizes at t and t . Since we allow reasonably long intervals for measuring t and t , the denominator in (5) is never close to zero and Rp measurement is reasonably freed from measurement noise.
Fig. 6 Playback buffer controller
At the same time, we can achieve adaptive playback rate through the observation of playback buffer occupancy. Compared with the AMP [3] , our adjustment algorithm introduces control theory and over-boundary strategy. It uses four threshold values as shown in Fig. 6 , which divide the playback buffer into five levels. The playback rate adjustment depends on which level the current buffer size belongs to. To smooth the jitter of received data rate, we use the following recursion function:
where 0 < γ < 1 is the smoothing factor that determines how sensitive our algorithm should be to instantaneous buffer jitter. In our experiments, we have observed that γ = 0.6 is the most suitable value. After the process, we get the filtered buffer size denoted as qt, which is used to make the playback adjustment as below. 1) L ≤ qt ≤ H1: No adjustment should be made in this case. The selection of L and H1 may not be too near to the center of receiver buffer to avoid frequent adjustment of playback rate, which is not very welcome due to visible change in display quality. But extreme end values of L and H1 are also not expected, which may cause underflow and overflow during heavy jitter before making adjustment.
2) qt < L: The playback rate should be reduced in this case due to the possibility of underflow. Assume that the normal playback rate is V d and the adjusted rate is
where α is the reducing factor. The fixed value of α is obviously not suitable to the variable buffer status. A simple selection is the proportional controller as follows:
To make a better adjustment, we choose the proportional-integral (PI) controller [13] , which can ensure the steady state at the critical point and avoid frequent change of playback rate. Considering the speciality of video transmission, we propose an over-boundary adjustment mechanism based on PI controller. With the start of playback rate reduction, qt is increased to the level [L, H1] gradually. Contrary to adjusting the playback rate immediately, we continue the rate reduction until qt ≥ (H1 + L)/2, which can prevent the playback rate from switching frequently at L further. The mechanism can be formulized as follows:
where ∆qt and et reflect the buffer variability and buffer level, respectively, Ki and Kp are the integral and the proportional gain of the PI rate controller, and αmax = 0.98 is proved to be the most suitable value in our experiments. 3) H1 < qt < H2: The playback rate should be increased in this case due to the possibility of overflow. The adjusted rate is denoted as
where β is the increasing factor and similar to 2), the over-boundary adjustment mechanism based on PI controller is also used. By way of contrast, the playback rate acceleration will aggravate the system burden, which may limit the value of β. Assuming that the maximum decoding capability is θ, we have
(13) where ∆qt and e t reflect the buffer variability and buffer level, respectively, K i and K p are the integral and the proportional gain of the PI rate controller, and βmin = 1.02 is proved to be the most suitable value in our experiments.
4) H2 ≤ qt ≤ H3: The B frames should be discarded in this case because it is unable to avoid buffer overflow only through the playback rate acceleration discussed above. For a typical GOP shown in Section 1.2, the active B-frame discarding will make the playback rate triple without mosaic appearing.
5) qt > H3: Only I frames should be decoded in this case. For a typical GOP shown in Section 1.2, the selective I-frame decoding will accelerate the playback rate fifteen times without mosaic. To prevent physical overflow, another conservative approach is to halt streaming for a short period in this case.
As analyzed in this section, the full utilization of the playback buffer can minimize the playback degradations or the changes perceived by the users that are caused by changes of the network.
Simulation results
Our simulations of video transmission were carried out using the ns-2 simulator. The simulation topology is depicted in Fig. 7 , where there are three links (R1-R2, R2-R3, R3-R4). Each link has a variable capacity which depends on the simulation scenario. To simulate the real network environment, various cross-traffic (FTP flows and HTTP flows) combinations have been used to produce the competing flows.
We used the standard test video sequences, stefan, encoded by MPEG-2 in the simulation. These video sequences were in the YUV 4:2:0 format with 352×288 pixels per frame and 30 frames per second. The GOP consisted of 16 frames in the order of IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBP. A total of 256 frames were encoded into 16 GOPs, and the average bit rate was 1.36 Mbps. The 16 GOPs were repeatedly sent from the server. 6 GOPs were prefetched before the playback began, and so the initial playback delay was approximately 3.2 seconds. The feedback interval was 16/30 seconds in our simulation. At the end of the playback of a GOP, the feedback information was sent back to the source. To illustrate the advantages of our approach, we compared our proposed framework (denoted as approach A) with the efficient bandwidth utilization approach proposed in [14] (denoted as approach B) in terms of PSNR under the same network environment.
Simulations were run under different link bandwidth to test the performance of our framework under different network congestion scenarios and packet loss ratios. The comparison of PSNR is displayed in Fig. 8 (see front page) with the link bandwidth of 5 Mbps. It contains 500 frames, which lasts about 16 seconds. It can be seen from the figure that under the same network conditions, our approach can get better PSNR values than those of approach B. Another scenario with a larger packet loss ratio is compared in Fig. 9 with the bandwidth of 4 Mbps. Table 1 gives the average PSNR of the video frames under different scenarios. From this table, it can be easily seen that our proposed scheme outperforms Approach B under all bandwidth limitations. Moreover, we have a larger PSNR gain when the network is more congested. In addition, our framework can achieve smoother variation of the displayed frames. Figs. 8 and 9 show that the PSNRs of the neighboring frames change more smoothly and less frequently in Approach A, which gives a better presentation effect to the users. To compare the computational complexity of our approach with that of Approach B, we ran both of them under the same hardware configurations to observe the changes of CPU occupancies at the sender and receiver. The CPU frequencies of the sender and receiver were set as 800 MHz and 500 MHz, respectively, and the duration was 500 s. As shown in Fig. 10 , Approach A outperforms Approach B at both sides with lower CPU occupancies and smoother variations of CPU occupancies. This demonstrates that our approach has lower computational complexity than the previous related work.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an integrated video communication framework for VBR video delivery in a congested network. This framework regulates the transmission rate through a refined rate allocation algorithm based on PCR value embedded in the video streams. Multiple buffers for different importance levels, along with an intelligent selective packet discard algorithm, are applied at the source, via which the scheduling scheme differentiates packets with different priorities. At the receiver side, an over-boundary playback rate adjustment mechanism based on PI controller is incorporated to maximize the displayed video quality in response to congestion. In the simulations, we compared it with another approach and the simulation results have shown that the proposed integrated framework can achieve larger PSNR improvement when the network is more congested, and the quality of the decoded frames is smoother, which is more favorable to the users. In addition, we also demonstrate that our approach can get lower computational complexity through the observation of CPU occupancies at both sender and receiver sides. Fig. 10 The CPU occupancies of both sender and receiver
